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This course provides an introduction  
to systems thinking for form generation.
  
Students will explore computer based  
visual form generating systems: software 
parameters and variables that generate  
visual multiples and time based image  
sequences, in order to understand and  
apply design system principles to embody 
design strategy. 

Course Description



Another Opportunity

This course provides an introduction  
to systems thinking for form generation.

or  projects geared toward exhibition 
    at the IASDR Conference, Oct 2017

   Methods  (primary/participatory —> exhibition)

or  Tools  (software/data viz —> screen-based, interactive)



Imagine the city of the future... 

Challenge



“Always design a thing by considering it in its next larger  
context— a chair in a room, a room in a house, a house  
in an environment, an environment in a city plan.” Eliel Saarinen

Systems Thinking

Object in Context Object to Reality

chair object

room

house

system

network
of systems

environment

city plan reality



Systems Thinking

Here & Now The Future: We Can Change It

chair object

room

house

system

network
of systems

environment

city plan reality

Let’s imagine new human experiences as “interfaces” with 
the city & its systems—objects that reveal systems.



Cone of Preferable Futures
Based on Stuart Candy’s description. 
Dunne & Raby, “Speculative Eerything” 
MIT Press, 2014

Many Possible Futures

Future scenarios suggest how things could be 
rather than how they should be. 
Should be scearnios are too didactic and assume 
shared values.  

The space of possible is much larger than we 
typically imagine.

According to Michio Kaku, in Physics of the  
lmpossible, there are only two things that are not 
possible according to our current understanding 
of science: perpetual motion and precognition.



  Design 
+ Technology 

= new forms of 
  Everyday Life

  but it’s not always good, and we are complicit!

Philosophy



1  Urban Futures
2  Critical Speculation
3  Re-Configuring

Territory



World Urbanization Prospects  
United Nations, 2014

2050: 
9.7b world population
6.5b in urban areas



“Political geography is not determinant anymore, because 
cities are more important.” Parag Khanna



But...

How do they work? Whom do they serve?  
How are they produced? Who decides?

How do we imagine them? 
How have we imagined them before?



Futurama by Norman Bel Geddes
at the 1939 New York World's Fair
 
Model of a city 20 years into the  
future (1959–60). It was more 
achievable than most “visions of 
the futre” at the time, introducing 
Americans to the idea of a  
network of expressways connecting 
the nation.

— 
Sponsored by the General Motors 
Corporation.

1930s

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=79L-H22b-ME


https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=odF4GSX1y3c


oops!

(psst... it’s always political!)



now



“People will live and work in their respective 
districts, which will in turn save them a lot  
of time and energy. Fewer cars mean  
more space for pedestrians and a network  
of green spaces will connect the individual 
neighborhoods. This sort of development 
would improve the climate and leave  
more space for leisure activities and food 
production.”

Thomas Liesch, Allianz Climate Solutions



Sounds great, but...

What happened to poverty?* Educational  
inequality? Racism? Uneven job markets? 
The gender gap? Lack of affordable housing? 
Health care? Cyber-crime? Sex trafficking? 
Police violence? Resource dependency? Mass 
incarceration? Climate change? Refugee  
crises? Terrorism? Intense political division?

*for example, 44.6% of children in Cincinnati live in poverty.



utopia...
this time?

(pay attention to who’s charging admission)



Imagine the city of the future as a  
Re—MIX 
merging new and existing materials, information,  

desires, and challenges  

within complex networks of interconnected systems   

producing human-scale “interfaces” for diverse  

& changing populations 
(by understanding humans in all their wonderful and treacherous complexities)

Challenge

1

2

3



Pollastri, Serena, et al. Visual conversations on urban futures.

Smart Cities

“...generic, ahistorical, professedly apolitcal 
spaces whose identity is defined by  
information technologies that could be 
adapted in any context.”



Pollastri, Serena, et al. Visual conversations on urban futures.

Smart Cities

“...generic, ahistorical, professedly apolitcal 
spaces whose identity is defined by  
information technologies that could be 
adapted in any context.”

Q1: Can we imagine Urban Futures that  
are historically and politically situated?



now futurehistory



Remembering Old Little Tokyo
Sheila Levrant de Bretteville with Sonya Ishii, 1996



Phantom Chicago
Alexander Eisenschmidt, 2013



Chicagoisms
Art Institute of Chicago
6 Apr 2014–4 Jan 2015



The Big Shift
Port A+U



1  Urban Futures
2  Critical Speculation
3  Re-Configuring

Territory



Critical Design*

“It grew out of our concerns with the uncritical 
drive behind technological progress,  
when technology is always assumed to be good 
and capable of solving any problem.”  

*coined in the 1990s by researchers in the Computer Related Design Research Studio  
at the Royal College of Art

Dunn, Anthony & Raby, Fiona. Speculative Everything.



Critical Design

Lets us materially experience critique. 

Critical social commentary embedded within 
artifacts, interfaces, environments, &c.  
Offer alternatives, highlight hidden agendas, 
or examine blind spots in existing normality.

Different flavors...



“Rather than focus on what we design, or how we design,  
instead the concern is on why we design.” [Bruce & Stephanie Tharp]

The 4 Fields of Industrial Design 



Experimental

Commercial

Discursive

Responsible

Indigestive Plates
Rafael Morgan

one Laptop Per ChildiPhone Ableware
Louis Ghost chair
Phillipe Starck

Animals Project
Front Design



“A category of design that treats arti-
facts principally as transmitters  
of substantive ideas, rather than as  
mere instruments of utility.”

“...discursive design embraces a more 
expansive role for the designer: engaged 
citizen, sociocultural critic, educator, 
provocateur.”

Bruce & Stephanie Tharp  
(discursivedesign.com... in the works)

Discursive  
Design

Marxist Fruit Bowl
Materious



“... an increased interest in how the 
practices and products of design shape 
and contribute to public discourse  
and civic life.”

“...designed objects can function  
to prompt recognition of political issues 
and relations, express dissensus,  
and enable contestational claims and 
arguments.”

Carl DiSalvo

Adversarial Design



Natural Fuse
by Usmann Haque



“Design without a happy ending.”
 
“The idea of the ‘proposal’ is at the  
heart of this approach to design:  
to propose, to suggest, to offer some-
thing. This is what design is good  
at. It can sketch out possibilities.”

Anthony Dunne & Fiona Raby

Speculative Design



This project takes a speculative design  
approach to survivalism and asks “what  
alternative scenarios of survival are there 
that avoid the bunker mentality and  
respond to currently emerging research into 
technological change, environmental  
conditions and belief systems?” The project 
uses designed objects and storytelling  
to explore the survival strategies of a dispa-
rate set of six protagonists, each with  
a very different take on what they “need.”

Jessica Charleswoth & Tim Parsons
New Survivalism: Alternative Bug Out Bags
2014



Jessica Charleswoth & Tim Parsons
New Survivalism: Alternative Bug Out Bags
The Object Guardian
2014



Jessica Charleswoth & Tim Parsons
New Survivalism: Alternative Bug Out Bags
The BIophotovoltaics Hacktivist
2014



Speculative Design

Design speculating on how things could be 
(not necessarily should be).Processes and  
outputs of design that propose alternative 
ways of being for the future, offering  
new perspectives on complex issues today. 
 



Speculative Design

Design speculating on how things could be 
(not necessarily should be).Processes and  
outputs of design that propose alternative 
ways of being for the future, offering  
new perspectives on complex issues today. 

Q2: Can we imagine Urban Futures that  
make critical speculations on the way  
technology impacts social organization?



1  Urban Futures
2  Critical Speculation
3  Re-Configuring

Territory



High Line, New York City, 2009 
1.45-mile-long park re-purposing a 
disused section of elevated railway. 

Design: James Corner,  
Diller Scofidio + Renfro

Originally opened to trains in 1934. 
The last train on the remaining part 
of the line was operated in 1980.



“I don’t think there is another city in  
the U.S. that has as extensive  
and integrated a camera network as  
Chicago has.”

Michael Chertoff 
Former U.S. Homeland Security Secretary



Expo Crypto

Ringo Holographic Interface
by Ivan Tihienko



Expo Crypto 
by Matthew Wizinsky

https://vimeo.com/98754715


Reconfiguring

“...combining of components and concepts  
together in unexpected, exaggerated, or...  
purposefully atypical ways, which produce  
disjunctions between expectations, the mater- 
ial artifact or system, and the experience of it.

DiSalvo, Carl. Adversarial Design.



Reconfiguring

“...combining of components and concepts  
together in unexpected, exaggerated, or...  
purposefully atypical ways, which produce  
disjunctions between expectations, the mater- 
ial artifact or system, and the experience of it.

DiSalvo, Carl. Adversarial Design.

Q3: Can we imagine Urban Futures that  
reconfigure (rather than imagine away)  
existing social and material structures?



Can we imagine Urban Futures that:

1  Are historically and politically situated?
 
2  Make critical speculations on the way 
  technology impacts social organization? 

3  Reconfigure existing social and material  
  structures to investigate object-system  
  relationships?  

Territory



Questions so far?



1  Mapping
2  Dark Matter
3  New Tech

Techniques



Maps & Mapping

“...mapping is never neutral, passive or without  
consequence; on the contrary, mapping  
is perhaps the most formative and creative act  
of any design process, first disclosing and  
then staging the conditions for the emergence 
of new realities.”

Corner, James. The Agency of Mapping.



Joaquín Torres García
America Invertida (1943)



2016 US Presidential Election by County
Brilliant Maps



3,000,000 square miles
148 million people
49.5% Popular Vote

Two Americas of 2016
Tim Wallace, New York Times



530,000 square miles
174 million people 
50.5% Popular Vote

Two Americas of 2016
Tim Wallace, New York Times



Maps & Mapping

Spatial: Material or Immaterial
Networks
Human-Experiential



theyrule.net
Josh On



Problem Statement
Parents of children with congenital heart disease (CHD) need to understand the condition, its treatment, and how to manage their child’s ongoing healthcare needs at home. Parents may have difficulty understanding
this information due to multiple factors, so early and repeated education is important to prepare parents for managing their child’s health at home. These needs create an opportune space for a novel intervention to exist. Through the co-creation process, between the study team, clinicians, and families, the study team has created an intervention in this space.

CARDIAC HOME CARE EDUCATION 
EXPERIENCE MAP

Overwhelmed and 
little information 
available

Anxious about 
admission

Overwhelmed 
with random 
education

Anxious about too 
much information 
to receive 

Feel anxious
about the surgery

Overwhelmed by 
new care team

Excited but 
overwhelmed

Feel anxious when 
they need care 
team

Clinician 
Knowledge 

Teaching Skills, 
Behaviors

Parent Knowledge, 
Home Care Management 

Skills, Behaviors

Parent Knowledge, 
Home Care Management 

Skills, Behaviors

Parent Knowledge, 
Home Care 

Management 
Skills, Behaviors

During the surgery 
period, parents have 
lack of immediate post 
surgery expectations.

Before surgery, parents 
should know information 
about prepare surgery, 
child test procedure 
in the next step.

Unsure who to call/ does 
not know when to call.

Trouble contacting care team.

Need more education tool which 
give to other family member who 
take care of their child.

Parents prepare for the 
baby birth.
At the cardiologist 
appointment, child was 
diagnosed with CHD, 
so parents meet with 
cardiologist to set up a 
birth plan and learn 
about what to expect.

Receive education via 
teach back.

Becomes comfortable 
with CICU care team
Unaware of new care 
team at A6.

Struggles to keep track 
of who they all are and 
what their role is.

Immediately transferred does
not know what is happening.

Miscommunication of goal.

Does not know care team.

Reference information is 
not specific to child.

Does not know how to 
provide basic care if parents
take their child to go home.

STORYBOARD

MEDIA

INTERACTION

Parents don’t have time to 
prepare medical knowledge 
to take care their child.

Clinician-Parent 
Shared Relationship

Clinician-Parent 
Shared Relationship

DIAGNOSIS SURGERY DISCHARGE

2 3
TIME ZONE HOME CARE

41

INTERVENTION

Intervention plan is 
laid out, reviewed, 
and available for 
reference leading 
up the admission.Provides comfort as a consistent 

resource and reference guide 
throughout the process.

Provides an additional, approved
resource for parents to give them 
an idea of what to expect.

Provides list of care 
team members and 
the role they play in 
the child’s treatment.

Provides opportunity
to go over surgery, 
recovery 
expectations, and 
individualized 
handouts.

Presents a place 
to store crucial 
information during 
interactions with 
parents and 
clinicians.

Explains the 
difference between 
the CICU and 
cardiology unit and 
what to expect 
immediately after 
surgery.

Augments hands on 
learning — clinicians can 
go over steps in the 
guide while showing 
parents techniques.

Prepares parents throughout the process with applicable 
information, provides comfort through a consistent resource.

Contact information is specific to each set of care directions 
and included in multiple places throughout guide.

Clinician 
Knowledge 

Teaching Skills, 
Behaviors

Clinician Knowledge 
Teaching Skills, 

Behaviors

PERSONAS

Ask Questions 

Handouts 

Website 

Videos 

Applications 

Presentation 

3-D Models 

Case Study 

Online Group 

Virtual Reality 

E-MAIL

Ask Questions 

Handouts 

Website 

Videos 

Applications 

Presentation 

3-D Models 

Case Study 

Online Group 

Virtual Reality 

E-MAIL

Ask Questions 

Handouts 

Website 

Videos 

Applications 

Presentation 

3-D Models 

Case Study 

Online Group 

Virtual Reality 

E-MAIL

Ask Questions 

Handouts 

Website 

Videos 

Applications 

Presentation 

3-D Models 

Case Study 

Online Group 

Virtual Reality 

E-MAIL

Ask Questions 

Handouts 

Website 

Videos 

Applications 

Presentation 

3-D Models 

Case Study 

Online Group 

Virtual Reality 

E-MAIL

Ask Questions 

Handouts 

Website 

Videos 

Applications 

Presentation 

3-D Models 

Case Study 

Online Group 

Virtual Reality 

E-MAIL

Ask Questions 

Handouts 

Website 

Videos 

Applications 

Presentation 

3-D Models 

Case Study 

Online Group 

Virtual Reality 

E-MAIL

Ask Questions 

Handouts 

Website 

Videos 

Applications 

Presentation 

3-D Models 

Case Study 

Online Group 

Virtual Reality 

E-MAIL

Scenario 1: Navigating care. 
Michelle is immediately overwhelmed. She has to navigate parenthood and treatment 
by herself.The cardiologist explains that she will need surgery immediately after she is 
born to repair her VSD. Leading up to Emma’s birth, Michelle meets with the 
cardiologist to set up a birth plan and to learn about what to expect. 
Scenario 2: Preparing for surgery. 
After a few days in the CICU, Michelle is upset with the NP. She does not understand 
why Emma has not had surgery yet.The NP explains that Emma cannot have surgery 
until she gains enough weight. Michelle did not know this. After being informed about 
the situation, Michelle calms down. A week after she is born, Emma is ready for s
urgery and Michelle meets with the surgeon. He tells her what to expect. 
Scenario 3: Moving to A6 Central. 
After a few days in the CICU, Michelle gets to know Emma’s Care Team and begins 
to understand more about her daughter’s CHD. Emma is moved to the step down 
unit on A6 Central. Michelle is introduced to a new Care Team.This upsets her 
because she was just getting to know their previous Care Team.

Michelle
Michelle is a 30 years old single mom pregnant with her first 
child. At eight months, Michelle receives a CHD diagnosis 
for her unborn daughter, Emma. 

Scenario 1: Mike is diagnosed. 
At the cardiologist appointment, Mike was diagnosed with CHD.The cardiologist 
explains that he will need surgery a few months after he is born to repair his 
atrioventricular canal defect (AVCD).Leading up to his birth, Meta and Ella 
meet with the cardiologist to set up a birth plan and learn about what to expect. 
Ella tells Meta so many professional information to be prepare, Mike feel stressful 
right now.
Scenario 2: Daily updates. 
Since both parents are at work and not able to be with Mike at all times, 
the NP calls to give them an update — Mike will be discharged in a few days. 
When Meta arrives the next day, a different NP tells him that Mike cannot be 
discharged because he is not gaining weight. Meta is confused — this is not what 
she was told earlier. 
Scenario 3: Life at home.  
Meta is overwhelmed with taking care of a new baby but they are excited to be 
home. After a few days, Mike is not gaining weight like he should be. Kevin thinks
 that might something wrong with the feeding plan, so he and his wife want to adjust 
the feeding plan, she sad they should ask nutritionist to think about that and leaves 
a message to their nutritionist. A few days later, they have not heard back and they 
decide to go to hospital again.

Meta
Meta is a young father and his wife Ella is cardiologist, 
and after his baby Mike got birth, their baby got a CHD 
diagnosis from hospital. Because Ella is busy every day, 
so she will tell Meta something to take care of their child.

Scenario1: David is admitted for testing. 
David is born at Good Samaritan Hospital before being transferred to the CICU at 
CCHMC.There, Amanda and Kevin are introduced to their CareTeam.The CareTeam
 explains what to expect over the next few days before David goes home to wait for 
surgery. Even though Amanda and Kevin were told prior to delivery what was going 
to happen, they are still anxious. 
Scenario 2: Kevin attends rounds.
The next day, Kevin goes on rounds with David’s Care Team. He has never met any 
of these clinicians before and does not always understand what they are talking 
about.The cardiologist comes back and talks to Kevin. Kevin is frustrated and feels 
like he is not involved in David’s care. Kevin leaves the hospital to go to work feeling
discouraged. 
Scenario 3: David is discharged. 
Near the end of the week, David is prepared for discharge. A nurse explains important 
red flags that should trigger Amanda and Kevin to call the cardiologist.Ten minutes l
ater, the pharmacist arrives and explains David’s medication regimen. Fifteen minutes 
later, another nurse shows them how to draw up his medicine and gives them a 
handout to reference at home. Kevin and Amanda leave trying to feel confident about 
David’s care but instead they feel overwhelmed with the information they received. 

Amanda and her husband Kevin
Amanda and her husband Kevin are very excited to have their
 first baby. When she is five months pregnant, Amanda is 
referred to a cardiologist to check on baby David. 

OPPORTUNITY What else do we need to know? 
1. Meaningful interactions and confidence building help parent feel 
ready for their transition to home care. 
2. Psychoeducational interventions are necessary to maximize parental 
empowerment and self-management. 
3. Use of narrative therapy and provision of psychoeducation are 
necessary to deepen parental understanding. 
4. Communication interventions to improve child-parent-medical provider 
communication are important to foster children and parents’ being ready
for the transition to home care. 

Problem Statement
Parents of children with congenital heart disease (CHD) need to 
understand the condition, its treatment, and how to manage their 
child’s ongoing healthcare needs at home. Parents may have difficulty 
understanding this information due to multiple factors, so early and
repeated education is important to prepare parents for managing their 
child’s health at home. 
These needs create an opportune space for a novel intervention to 
exist. Through the co-creation process, between the study team, 
clinicians, and families, the study team has created an intervention 
in this space.

Jiani Zhu 
Master of Design

University of Cincinnati

Experience Map
Jiani Zhu



Million Dollar Blocks by Spatial Information Design Lab  
(Columbia University), 2006

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=7xHcFrSnRjs


Maps & Mapping

How can we use mapping to both explore 
and present urban future scenarios?



1  Mapping
2  Dark Matter
3  New Tech

Techniques



matter

dark matter

Dan Hill, “Dark Matter and Trojan Horses: 
A Vocabulary for Strategic Design”

 [ FROM THEORETICAL PHYSICS ]  
“The only way that dark matter can be perceived is  
by implication, through its effect on other things.”

 [ 83% OF THE UNIVERSE ]

objects

systems

realities

Dark Matter



are non-taxpayers 
worth protecting?

taxpayers?

“the right people always  
win, I’m sure of it”

these homeless-prohibitive arm rests

public attitude

ridicule, fear,  
rationalization,  

dehumanization

park’s stake in 
homelessness

homeless 
people can 
cause harm

drug use panhandling

aggressive  
behavior

keeps people 
away

form tribes

groups need a place to help 
each other when society will 

not help them

design

hidden function

people don’t 
own up to their 
own prejudices 

homeless people 
are ostracized

extra money 
invested to 

stop sleeping

where do they go  
if not parks?who are parks for? morality

weaponization of architecture

which citizens 
are more 

important?
homeless people 

sleep in parks

people around  
for panhandling comfortable

company of 
other people

Josh Chamberlain

Dark Matter



Carson Neff

Dark Matter
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AUTOMATION OF TRADE

TRANSIT, SERVICE, INDUSTRY

ROLE OF THE “PARKING SPACE”

•	 Private	trains	in	Tokyo
•	 Urban	sprawl	in	US
•	 Desire	for	transportation,	need	for	highways
•	 High	land	prices	lead	to	parking	attendants
•	 Desire	to	repair	highways
•	 How far can a shared economy go?

Connectivity
opens	up	for	trade	to	be	
conducted	online,	and		
eventually	between	peers

Access to trade materials
Anyone	can	have	a	seemingly
legit	business	with	a	Square
credit	card	reader

Increasing currency abstraction
Bitcoins	aren’t	backed	up	by	the	government	
so	you	can	mine	for	them	and	create	your	
own	currency	by	writing	transaction	logs

urban sprawl 
bigger	houses
different	schools
more	land
more	cars
mid-century	moves

parking
service	industry
big	cities

•	 Designated	by	car	design
•	 Important	in	suburban	and	spread-out	city	life
•	 Car	pool	lanes
•	 Reaction against parking spaces

Dictated	by	car	design:
	 #passengers
	 gas	mileage
	 safety	+	distance

Online markets
implications	of	a
psychological	inclination		
to	spend	more

personal	drones
drone	deliveries
replace	driver	deliveries?

•	 Shopping,	trade,	and	exchange	can	occur	at	home
•	 Pay	at	home	and	claim	outside.
•	 New	uses	for	transportation
•	 Decrease	in	face-to-face	transactions,	but	more		

people	can	be	involved	in	the	process
•	 Automation of trade leads to more personal,  

although maybe not face-to-face, transactions 

•	 a	semi-permanent	interactive	structure		
built	on	a	parking	space	while	the	meter	
is	being	fed

•	 flower	planted	in	an	old	parking	meter
•	 human	interaction	in	place	of	efficiency

estimated	500	million	parking	
spaces	in	the	country,	occupying	
some	3,590	square	miles

Requirements	differ	by	municipality

Building	codes	require	a	certain		
number	of	parking	spaces	per	x

Charged	meter	times	to	pay	for		
highway	maintenance

Reactions:
Parking Day (since 2005)
creative	ways	of	using	parking	
spots	other	than	parking

JNR 
privatized

more	efficient

large	urban	
population

I-75 through the west 
end of cincinnati

uber monthly pass
private	transit

becomes	shared
monthly	pass	

$37.60	less	than
metrocard	if	used

twice	daily

car production
demand	increases
as	people	move	
further	away	from	
their	jobs

MultiDoge
Use	as	a	“light”	wallet
for	day-to-day	transactions

highway repair

d’humy	ramp	system
1918
later	went	underground



1  Mapping
2  Dark Matter
3  New Tech

Techniques



Challenge dominant narratives about technology.
Reality is rarely as dystopian as sci-fi fantasy 
nor as utopian as technology companies promise.

How might they help? How might they go wrong?

Wireless Energy / Passive WiFi Robot-Tended Vertical Farms Genetically Modified Mosquito CRISPR Cas9

New Technology & Emerging Science



1  Atlases
2  Artifacts

Outputs



Atlases

Atlas = maps + data + narratives







1  Atlases
2  Artifacts

Outputs



Artifacts

Social-cultural “carriers” as synechdochal  
metaphors (part for the whole) for new  
realities with different new social rituals.
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With children’s average time spent on entertainment 
media reaching 7 hours per day, studies are showing 

that it is harder for them to interpret emotions.

And that the empathy gap is widening.

Credit: LA Johnson/NPR
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Dark Matter

Speculative Vision
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My name is Joe Frankl. I’m an industrial design student at DAAP at the University of Cincinnati.

I first was a performing musician before all else, and since becoming obsessed with 
design, carry forward a perspective first founded in the creative process of crafting 
songs and performance.

I love art, design, music, food, thinking, people, space, and I also love to be romantic 
and to laugh. Speculative design is a way for me to explore myself and the potentials of 
mankind. It allows for a broader and richer examination of our world, human nature, and 
how they are linked through our reality.

Joe Frankl
DESIGNER OVERVIEW

Joe Frankl



S.I.A.: Sensory Interaction Aid
Joe Frankl



Corporations in Politics

Today, as a result of the Citizens United ruling in 2010, the 
financial influence of corporations on politics has increased 
substantially. The ruling decided that corporations are equal to 
people when it comes to their ability to contribute to political 
campaigns. So, corporations can now donate an unlimited 
amount of money to the politician of their choosing.

Many think that this is a legal way to buy candidates and that it 
causes candidates to think in the interest of corporate sponsors 
rather than people.

*>90% of congressional ellections 
are won by the person spending the 
most money.

Earning Points / Sharing Accomplishments 

Thanks to technology and social media, more and more we are 
seeing the ability to track progress on something, share that 
progress, and gather useless internet points. 

Party Member Glasses

This artifact is a device  
that will allow someone to 
more easily navigate  
the city and marketplace 
by highlighting agreeable 
sponsors,products, and ads 
while blocking out opposition.

Evan Hoffman

Corporations in Politics

Today, as a result of the Citizens United ruling in 2010, the 
financial influence of corporations on politics has increased 
substantially. The ruling decided that corporations are equal to 
people when it comes to their ability to contribute to political 
campaigns. So, corporations can now donate an unlimited 
amount of money to the politician of their choosing.

Many think that this is a legal way to buy candidates and that it 
causes candidates to think in the interest of corporate sponsors 
rather than people.

*>90% of congressional ellections 
are won by the person spending the 
most money.

Earning Points / Sharing Accomplishments 

Thanks to technology and social media, more and more we are 
seeing the ability to track progress on something, share that 
progress, and gather useless internet points. 
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http://studiojunglecat.com/speculativecity/pollwatch/


PollWatch
Evan Hoffman



Where do we start?



Research
Individual

Mapping
Individual

Atlas of Re-Imainged 
Urban Futures

Combined
Combined
Exhibition (Oct 2017)

— or —

Process

Methods

Web Projects
Individual

Tools



Research
Individual

Mapping
Individual

Atlas of Re-Imainged 
Urban Futures

Combined
Combined
Exhibition (Oct 2017)

— or —

Process

Methods

Web Projects
Individual

Tools

Would anyone feel cheated  
if we don’t learn to write code?



Topic Clusters
Race / Ethnicity 
Poverty / Class / Economic Inequality
Gender / Gender Inequality
Families / Youth / Elderly
Health / Well-being
Justice / Crime / Police / Prisons
Democracy / Representation / Politics
Community  / Connectivity
Love / Romance / Sex / Relationships
Education / Work



Intersections: Re—MIX. 
Re-Segregation (race + housing + &c)
Re-Purposing (infrastructure + &c)
Re-Vitalization (economy + culture + &c)
Re-Distribution (education + economy + &c)
Re-Defining (crime + police + community + &c)
Re-Connecting (community + family + tech + &c)
Re-Storing/Re-Moving (who/what)



predicting the future 
making a million
problem solving

Let’s make our fears and dreams manifest in artifacts, 
images, maps, and/or experiences to provoke debate  
and inspire discourse. Let’s use design to redefine  
our understanding of what is possible—expanding  
the realities of contemporary and future urban life.



“A good science fiction 
story should be able  
to predict not the auto- 
mobile but the traffic 
jam.” Frederik Pohl



Questions so far?



pause

class site: 
studiojunglecat.com/teaching/DSGN7002-s17

http://studiojunglecat.com/teaching/DSGN7002-s17


history

critical

lesson

design
utopias     /    dystopias



archigram



“...they proposed that 
modernism try again  
at being technologically 
determined—really  
fabricating the “machine 
for living in” promised  
by early modernism...”
Simon Sadler, Archigram: Architecture Without Architecture



Archigram no. 1, 1961  
architecture “lifts off” 





Archigram 
City Interchange Project

Archigram 
Living City: Man Game



Living City exhibition. 
“...a vision of the city as an environment 
conditioning our emotions,” 
“A sense of living... Through image, text, 
sound, and light, this ‘assault on the  
senses’ that physically enveloped visitors 
attempted to convey the essential  
property of the city as being in a state of 
continual becoming, and to enshrine  
physical and cultural pluralism as an indis-
pensable quality of urbanism.”



Warren Chalk, Underwater Hardware, 
Archigram no. 5, 1964. 

“Archigram’s interest in capsules signaled 
a shift in direction from megastructures  
to moveable structures.”

Simon Sadler, Archigram: Architecture Without Architecture











Parasite 
by Michael Rakowitz



Peter Cook, Info-Gonks project  
(educational TV, glasses, and headset), 1968.

“...the continued miniaturization of consumer 
electronics encouraged Archigram’s quest  
for a new type of personal architecture:  
reception of one’s environment could be modi-
fied more readily than the environment itself.”





diegetic prototypes
David A. Kirby



Superstudio
Continous Monument, 1969

superstudio









“...if design is merely an inducement to 
consume, then we must reject design;  
if architecture is merely the codifying of 
bourgeois model of ownership and  
society, then we must reject architecture; 
if architecture and town planning is  
merely the formalization of present unjust 
social divisions, then we must reject  
town planning and its cities... until all  
design activities are aimed towards  
meeting primary needs. Until then, design 
must disappear. We can live without  
architecture...”
Adolfo Natalini, 1971



Twelve Cautionary Tales for Christmas  
(Dodici Città Ideali).  
Article, 1971. Images, 1972.

12 funny dystopias of urban planning



Third City: New York City of Brains

10,000,456 brains live in the city: in the dim red light 
or the corridor amid the central cavity, they pulse 
slowly, immersed in their interminable meditations, 
or concentrated in mute, indefinite intercourse.  
Completely cut off from external perception, they 
can sublimate their thoughts for as long as the  
life of the sun, free to reach the supreme goals of 
wisdom and madness, perhaps to reach absolute
knowledge. They will survive humanity, they will see 
its march towards destruction, but they will be  
unableto do anything to accelerate it, or to delay it.

And then, finally, they will be alone.



Third City 
New York City of Brains



Fourth City: Spaceship City 

If a city can be considered a place where a group  
of men are born, live and die; if a city is a  
mother who looks after her children, furnishes  
them with all they require and decides how  
they shall be happy; if a city is all this, independent  
of its physical and demographical dimensions,  
then a spaceship... is also a city.



Fourth City 
Spaceship City





speculative

design

utopic/dystopias



Designs for an Overpopulated Planet: Foragers 
by Dunne & Raby

https://vimeo.com/8141224


Designs for an Overpopulated Planet: Foragers 
by Dunne & Raby

https://vimeo.com/8141224


Personal Rapid Transit Concepts
1950s–60s



Tapis Volant
by HeHe

https://vimeo.com/86354168


Information Aesthetics Civic Innovation Lab 2014–2015

Inspirational Projects

URME SurveillanceCV Dazzle Anti Face

The Path of Least Surveillance 

Sentient Survival Kit, Mark Shepard iSee, Institute for Applied Autonomy

CV Dazzle 
by Adam Harvey

http://cvdazzle.com/


predicting the future 
making a million
problem solving

Let’s make our fears and dreams manifest in artifacts, 
images, maps, and/or experiences to provoke debate  
and inspire discourse. Let’s use design to redefine  
our understanding of what is possible—expanding  
the realities of contemporary and future urban life.



end




